I. INTRODUCTION
Order-disorder type hydrogen bonded ferroelectrics -where the proton moves between two equilibrium sites in an 0-H---0 bond -are generally well described by the pseudo-spin 1/2 lsing model in a transverse field
Hamiltonian ' : rr Here 5 is the effective tunneling integral and J the effective pseudospin -pseudo-spin coupling constant successfully used to explain:
i) The significant increase in the ferroelectric transition temperature T, on
ii) The large decrease in the soft mode frequency wo (or the inverse soft
iii)The fact that the slightly overdarnped soft mode in KH, PO, becomes There are however still several open problems:
The soft mode frequencies in PbHPO, are much lower than in KH2P04 though the 0-H---0 bond lengths and the isotope effects in T, on deuteration are close to the ones in KH,PO, type ferroelectrics.
The tunneling frequencies needed t o explain the equilibrium thermodynamic properties are generally several times larger than the ones deduced from dynamic experiments.
, CsH, PO, and squaric acid
It is the purpose of this note t o try t o explain the above discrepancies terms of a renormalization of the single particle 0-H---0 tunneling integrals due to short range correlations.
I I . SOFT MODE DYNAMICS
The soft mode dynamics of systems described by expression (1) is usually .
The RPA used to derive Eq. (2) is just the dynamic equivalent of the that the equiTo retain the simplicity of the analytical expressions (2-4) for the soft mode frequency and a t the same time to take into account the correlations of the four protons around a given PO, group it was recently suggested 2, 15 that one should take as the basic reorientable dipole in KH, PO, type crystals not the 0-H---0 bond but the whole H2P04 group. This argumgnt can be easily extended to PbHPO,, CsH2P0, and squaric acid. The renormalized effective "cluster" tunneling integral 3 is now determined by the requirement that the RPA analysis of expression (1) should yield the same ground state splitting as the appropriate cluster approximation to the
Hamiltonian
Here C2 is now the unrenormalized 0-H---0 tunneling integral which described the ground state splitting of an isolated 0-H---0 bond and Jij the unrenormalized pseudo-spin -pseudo-spin coupling constant. In KH, PO, this procedure corresponds to a projection of the 16-dimensional "SlaterTakagi" space to a two-dimensional "lsing" space and leads to a dependence of !2 on the single particle tunneling integral !2 and the Slater-Takagi energy parameters E , w and w, (Table I) (11) where the explicit form of these matrices is given the Hamiltonian was expressed in terms of Pauli spin matrices. Above T, the eigenvalue problem reduces to solving an equation of fourth degree and quadratic and linear equations. The splitting between the two lowest eigenstates in the four particle cluster approximation is presented as a function of C2/w in Fig. 1 . (Fig. 2) . 5 -0 for w + -. Only for n l w > 1 one finds
The H , PO, tunneling integral is thus generally significantly smaller15
In this limit -which does not correspond to the situation in KH,P04 -there would be no ferroelectric transition a t all (Tc = 0 ) and the system as a function of n / e for w/E = 8, w1 + -. lsing spin chains has been recently proposed17 for squaric acid. I f this model holds the 4-particle cluster is a rather poor approximation. We shall return to this case later in connection with PbHPO,.
iii dT,/dp measurement as = 87 cm-l.
In the absence of tunneling and long range interactions the four possible arrangements of the two protons around a given PO, group give rise to two two-fold degenerate energy states with = 0 and E3,, = w ( Table I ). The Slater model with long range coupling J , between the chains is here equivalent to the exact solution of a one-dimensional lsing chain in a molecular field.
It should be mentioned that a model of interacting one dimensional 4 -was estimated to be less than 2 cm-I whereas was obtained6 from again results in a splitting of the HPO, energy levels (Table I ) The reduction of the effective HPO, tunneling frequency due to short range correlations (Fig. 3) data. This is probably due to the fact that a two particle cluster is not a very good approximation for a system of coupled one-dimensional lsing chains. For a classical system of one-dimensional pseudo-spin chains where the intra-chain interactions are taken into account exactly whereas the inter- 
where dII is the distance between two neighbouring pseudo-spins along a chain and is the one-dimensional correlation length for intra-chain short range order. Close to T, this amounts to thus resulting in a huge additional slowing down (-l o p 3 ) of the pseudospin fluctuations due to the anisotropy of the interactions and the resulting short range order along the chains. This effect may be also responsible for the slow soft mode dynamics in pseudo-onedimensional CsH,PO, and squaric acid and for the discrepancies between the single particle deuteron intra-bond jump times in pseudo-onedimensional CsD2 PO, 7c and threedimensional KD, PO, 3 .
